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Background: H5N1 avian influenza virus is influenza-A virus subtype that is highly contagious and fatal among birds and humans. Although 
human–human transmission of H5N1 is rare, but once the virus has acquired this ability, a devastating pandemic may be inevitable. The virus 
is currently in WHO phase 3 pandemic alerts: A new influenza virus subtype causing disease in humans, but is yet to spread efficiently and 
sustainably among humans. Oseltamivir is a single most-win WHO recommended drug for the treatment and prophylaxis of H5N1 influenza 
virus infection. However, several oseltamivir resistant strains of H5N1 have been reported. 

Methods: In silico molecular docking algorithm and pharmacophore modelling simulations were used to identify a novel H5N1 avian 
influenza neuraminidase inhibitors.

Results: Of the 518-neuraminidase analogue, five (eflornithine, eltrombopag, entecavir, aminosalicylic acid and pregabalin) demonstrated 
excellent binding affinities against viral neuraminidase similar to that of oseltamivir. Again, these drugs like oseltamivir interact mainly with 
arginine, tyrosine and glutamine at different positions of the neuraminidase. Similarly, oseltamivir and the five selected drugs superimposes 
to the active pocket of neuraminidase, further buttressing the previous findings. Furthermore, oseltamivir and the five drugs had common 
generated pharmacophores. 

Conclusion: This study was the first to demonstrate the anti-viral neuraminidase effect of eflornithine, eltrombopag, entecavir, aminosalicylic 
acid and pregabalin.

Keywords: Neuraminidase, Oseltamivir, H5N1 avian influenza, Pharmacophore, molecular docking.

H5N1 avian influenza virus is influenza-A virus subtype that is highly contagious and 
fatal among birds and humans (1). Unlike seasonal (Human) influenza which 

causes only mild respiratory symptoms, H5N1 infection may follow an unusually 
aggressive clinical course, with rapid deterioration and high fatality (2). The most likely 
mode of transmission is via respiratory droplets (3). There is limited human to human 
spread of avian influenza, however, if the H5N1 viruses were to gain the capacity to 
spread from person to person, a highly devastating influenza pandemic could occur (3). 
Experts from around the world are watching the H5N1 situation very closely and are 
preparing for the possibility that the virus may begin to spread more easily from person to 
person (4).

Human infections with avian H5N1 influenza were first documented in Hong Kong in 
1997, later re- emerging in china in 2003, and since then more than 500 human cases have 
been identified in 15 different countries (5). Infection with H5N1 virus has resulted in 
severe diseases, with over 50% of cases being fatal (5). H5N1 influenza-A virus is 
currently in WHO phase 3 pandemic alert: A new influenza virus subtype causing disease 
in humans, but is not yet spreading efficiently and sustainably among humans (6).

Viral neuraminidase is a glycoprotein found on the surface of influenza virus that enables 
the virus to be released from the host cell (7). Viral neuraminidase cleaves terminal 
acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) residue recognized by viral haemaglutinin on the 
surface of the infected cell. This promotes the release of progeny viruses and the spread 
of the virus from the host cell to uninfected surrounding cells (8).Oseltamivir and 
Zanamivir are sialic acid analogues, both approved in 1999 by the U.S food and drug 
administration, selectively inhibit the neuraminidase of both influenza A and B. They act 
by blocking the active site of neuraminidase and leave uncleaved sialic acid residue on 
the surface of the host cell. Viral haemaglutinin binds to the uncleaved sialic acid residue, 
and the result is viral aggregation at the host cell surface and a reduction in the amount of 
virus that will be released to infect other cells (9).

http://www.rcsb.org


Oseltamivir has been recommended by WHO for the 
treatment and prophylaxis of H5N1 influenza virus 
infections. Many countries have stockpiled 
Oseltamivir in anticipation of an H5N1 pandemic (10). 
Osetamivir resistant strains of H5N1 were isolated 
from two of eight Vietnamese patients during 
oseltamivir treatment (11). Oseltamivir resistant 
strain of H5N1 was also isolated from a 14-year-old 
Vietnamse girl (11). In 2008- 2009 influenza season, 
virtually all strains of influenza A H1N1 were resistant 
to oseltamivir (12). Sporadic cases of oseltamivir 
resistant strains of novel 2009 H1N1 has also been 
documented (13). Hence, the need to develop highly 
effective drugs. The aim of this study was therefore to 
identify a novel H5N1 avian influenza neuraminidase 
inhibitors through in-silico molecular docking 
algorithm and pharmacophore modelling simulation.

Methodology
Development of Local database for H5N1
A Local data base of H5N1 avian influenza 
neuraminidase was developed after  i t  was 
downloaded from PDB (Protein data bank) website 

( ). PDB is an archive of 3D structures of www.rcsb.org
biological molecules. It contains about 35,000-50,000 
biological molecules (14).

Development of Local database for Neuraminic acid 
analogues
Neuraminic acid analogues were downloaded in SDF 

format from the website ( ). www.drugbank.com
Downloaded ligands from the Drug bank were 
converted to zip file using open babel software then 
saved in a 'ligand local data base' folder. Drug bank is a 
drug data base that contains more than 4,000 drugs 
linked to about 14,000 molecular targets (15). 

In silico Docking and Selection of Five (5) Neuraminic 
acid analogues
The downloaded ligands were docked against the 
H5N1 avian influenza neuraminidase target using 
Maestro Schrodinger Software version 12.5 (16). 

Importation of protein
The protein 3LC0 neuraminidase was imported from 
the local data base to the workspace by clicking “file” 
followed by “import structure” (16).

Protein preparation
The Protein preparation wizard panel was opened by 
clicking the “Prep Wiz” button on the Project toolbar. 
The protein preparation wizard displayed three tabs 
which contain the three tools for protein preparation: 
“Import and process”, “Review and modify” and 
“Refine”. The “Import and process” icon was selected. 
To process the protein structure, the following boxes 
were checked; Assign bond order, add hydrogen, 
create zero order bond to metals, create disulfide 

bond, fill in missing side chains, fill in missing loops 
and Delete water molecule beyond 5 A. Then it was 
preprocessed by clicking the “Preprocess” button. A 
new entry was created for the corrected structure, and 
this entry was used for all subsequent operations (16).

Under the “Review and modify” tab, the “Analyze 
workspace” icon was clicked in order to select, 
examine, and delete unwanted parts like chains, water 
molecules and Het groups. The Ionization and 
tautomeric states of the Het group (Ligand) was 
corrected. The “Generate State” was clicked to run an 
Epik job at the default target pH range (17). 

Under the Refine tab, the “Optimize” button was 
clicked to optimize the hydrogen bond and minimize 
the compound, i.e. minimized the energy and removed 
the large atoms which could interfere with the docking 
process. The “Use PROPKA” option was selected, and 
then removed water beyond 5 A. The force field and 
other options were left at default and the 'optimize' 
button was checked to conclude the protein 
preparation. When the job finished, the results were 
incorporated as a new entry (17).

Ligand preparation
 The ligands were imported from the local data base by 
clicking on “import ligand”. The imported Ligands 
appeared on the workspace and were selected for 
preparation. The task tree was clicked, followed by 
search and selection of Ligand preparation. The 
“LigPrep” panel displayed followed by clicking “Files”. 
The option “Use Structures from the workspace 
(selected entries)” was then selected. The force field 
(scoring function) and ionization were set at default. 
Under the stereoisomer's computation, “Retain 
specified chiralities” box was checked. Five 
conformations were set to be generated per ligand. 
The output format was maintained as Maestro. Other 
options were left at default. Then the “Run” icon was 
clicked to finalize preparation (18). Ligand preparation 
generates low energy compound, remove larger atom 
that may interfere with the docking process and 
generate different conformations and states for the 
ligand (18).

Receptor grid generation 
To detect the active site of the receptor, the 
minimized/prepared protein was selected and a 
“Receptor Grid Generation” panel from the Glide Sub-
menu of the applications menu was selected. In the 
panel, the “Pick to identify the ligand” box was 
checked. The co-crystallized ligand was selected and 
excluded from the protein. Other scaling factors were 
left at default. The next tab on the panel, “Site” was 
clicked and “Centroid of Workspace ligand” (i.e. 
generate binding site using co-crystallized ligand) 
option was selected. Under the size option, “Dock 
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ligands” with length was selected. In the advance 
setting the grid dimension was adjusted to fit with the 
co-crystallized ligand. Every other options were left at 
default and a job name was created after which the 
“Run” button was clicked (18).

Ligand docking  
The Ligand Docking panel was opened by selecting 
“Ligand Docking” panel from the Glide submenu of the 
applications menu. On the top of the panel, the 
“Browse" button was checked to load the generated 
receptor grid. Under Ligand, “Use ligand from” was set 
to “Files” and then “Browse” to load the prepared 
ligands. Other options were left at default. The 
“Output”, number of poses was set as two per ligand. A 
job name was created and the “Run” icon was clicked. 
The result was automatically displayed on the project 
table. The docking results was sorted and then saved 
(18). 

Results
Neuraminic acid analogues and Viral Neuraminidase

A total of five hundred and eighteen (518) neuraminic 

acid analogues were identified and downloaded from 

drug bank (Table 1). The 3D structure of viral 

neuraminidase was also downloaded from protein 

data bank (Figure 1).

Figure 1. 3D Image of Neuraminidase Enzyme (3LC0)

Docking Results of Best Five Neuraminic Acid 

analogues against Viral Neuraminidase

Oseltamivir has the highest binding activity against 

viral neuraminidase (10.213), followed by 

eflornithine (7.674), eltrombopag (7.388), entecavir 

(7.299), aminosalicylic acid (7.277) and pregabalin 

(7.193), see table 2.

Comparative analysis of the 2D Interactions for 

Oseltamivir and the Best Five Neuraminic acid 

analogues with Neuraminidase
Eflornithine interact with amino acids residues (ARG 
292, ARG 371, ASP 151, GLU 119, ARG 118) at the 
active site of viral neuraminidase. Eltrombopag 
interact with amino acids residues (ASP 151, ARG 371, 
ARG 118, ARG 292 and TYR 347) at the active site of 
viral neuraminidase. Entecavir interact with amino 
acids residues (ARG 292, TYR 347, ARG 371, ARG 118, 
GLU 119) at the active site of viral neuraminidase 
(Figure 2). 
Aminosalicylic acid interact with amino acids 
residues (TYR 347, ARG 292, ARG 371, ARG 118) at the 
active site of viral neuraminidase.Pregabalin interact 
with amino acids residues (TYR 347, ARG 292, ARG 
371, ARG 118, GLU 119, ASP 151, GLU 277) at the 
active site of viral neuraminidase. Oseltamivir interact 
with amino acids residues (ARG 292, TYR 347, ARG 
371, ARG 118, GLU 119, ASP 151, GLU 277) at the 
active site of viral neuraminidase (Figure 2).

Figure 2. 2D Interactions for Oseltamivir and the Best 
Five Neuraminic Acid Analogues with Neuraminidase
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2D structure of Eflornithine 
interacting with amino acid residues 
of Neuraminidase active pockets

2D structure of Aminosalicylic acid 

interacting with amino acid residues 

of Neuraminidase active pockets

2D structure Of Eltrombopag 
interacting with amino acid 
residues of Neuraminidase active 
pockets

2 D  s t r u c t u r e  o f  E n t e c a v i r 

interacting with amino acid 

residues of Neuraminidase active 

pockets

2D st ructure  of  Pregabal in 

interacting with amino acid 

residues of Neuraminidase active 

pockets

2D structure of Oseltamivir 

interacting with amino acid 

residues of Neuraminidase active 

pockets
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1. ABACAVIR
2. ABEMACICLIB
3. ABIRATERONA
4. ACALABRUTINIB
5. ACETYLSALICYLATE
6. ACLIDINIUM
7. ADEFOVIR DIPIVOXIL
8. AFAMELANOTIDE
9. AFATINIB
10. AGOMELATINA
11. ALECTINIB
12. ALENDRONIC ACID
13. ALISKIREN
14. ALOGLIPTIN
15. ALPELISIB
16. AMBRISENTAN
17. AMIFAMPRIDINE
18. AMIKACIN
19. AMINOLEVULINIC ACID
20. AMINOSALICYLIC ACID
21. AMLODIPINE
22. ANAGRELIDE
23. ANGIOTENSIN II
24. ANIDULAFUNGIN
25. APALUTAMIDE
26. APIXABAN
27. APREMILAST
28. APREPITANT
29. ARIPIPRAZOL
30. ARSENIC TRIOXIDE
31. ARTENIMOL
32. ASENAPINE
33. ATALUREN
34. ATAZANAVIR
35. ATOSIBAN
36. AVANAFIL
37. AVAPRITINIB
38. AVATROMBOPAG
39. AVIBACTAM
40. AXITINIB
41. AZACITIDINE
42. AZILSARTAN 

MEDOXOMIL
43. AZTREONAM
44. BALOXAVIR MARBOXIL
45. BARICITINIB
46. BAZEDOXIFENE
47. BECLOMETHASONE 

DIPROPIONATE
48. BEDAQUILINE
49. BEMPEDOIC ACID
50. BETAINE
51. BETULINIC ACID
52. BEXAROTENE
53. BICTEGRAVIR
54. BIMATOPROST
55. BINIMETINIB
56. BORTEZOMIB
57. BOSENTAN
58. BOSUTINIB
59. BREXPIPRAZOLE
60. BRIGATINIB
61. BRIMONIDINE
62. BRINZOLAMIDE
63. BRIVARACETEM
64. BROMFENAC
65. BUDESONIDE
66. BUPIVACAINE

67. BUPRENORPHINE
68. BUPROPION
69. BUSULFAN
70. CABAZITAXEL
71. CABOTEGRAVIR
72. CABOZANTINIB
73. CAFFEINE
74. CANAGLIFLOZIN
75. CANGRELOR
76. CANNABIDIOL
77. CAPECITABIN
78. CAPSAICIN
79. CARBIDOPA
80. CARFILZOMIB
81. CARGLUMIC ACID
82. CARIPRAZINE
83. CARMUSTINE
84. CASPOFUNGIN
85. CEFIDEROCOL
86. CEFTAZIDIM
87. CEFTOLOZANE
88. CENOBAMATE
89. CERITINIB
90. CETRORELIX
91. CHOLECALCIFEROL
92. CHOLIC ACID
93. CILASTATIN
94. CINACALCET
95. CLADRIBINE
96. CLOFARABIN
97. CLOPIDOGREL
98. COBICISTAT
99. COBIMETINIB
100. COLISTIMETHATE
101. COPPER, CU-64
102. CRISABOROLE
103. CRIZOTINIB
104. CYCLOSPORINE
105. CYSTEAMINE
106. CYTARABINE
107. DABIGATRAN ETEXILATE
108. DABRAFENIB
109. DACOMITINIB
110. DALFAMPRIDINE
111. DAPAGLIFLOZIN
112. DAPTOMYCIN
113. DARIFENACIN
114. DAROLUTAMIDE
115. DARUNAVIR
116. DASABUVIR
117. DASATINIB
118. DAUNORUBICIN
119. DECITABINE
120. DEFERASIROX
121. DEFERIPRONE
122. DEGARELIX
123. DELAFLOXACIN
124. DELAMANID
125. DESLORATIDINE
126. DEXAMETHASONE
127. DEXMEDETOMIDINE
128. DEXRAZOXANE
129. DICHLORIDE
130. DIMETHYL FUMARATE
131. DOCETAXEL
132. DOLUTEGRAVIR
133. DORAVIRINE
134. DOTATATE

 
Table 1: List of Approved Neuraminic acid Analogues

S/N Drug S/N DrugS/N Drug S/N Drug

135. DOXORUBICIN
136. DRONEDARONE
137. DULOXETINE
138. DUVELISIB
139. EDOTREOTIDE GALLIUM 

GA68
140. EDOXABAN
141. EFAVIRENZ
142. EFLORNITHINE
143. ELBASVIR
144. ELEXACAFTOR
145. ELIGLUSTAT
146. ELTROMBOPAG
147. ELVITEGRAVIR
148. EMEDASTINE
149. EMPAGLIFLOZIN
150. EMTRICITABINE
151. ENCORAFENIB
152. ENTACAPONE
153. ENTECAVIR
154. ENZALUTAMIDE
155. ERAVACYCLINE
156. ERIBULIN
157. ERLOTINIB
158. ERTAPENEM
159. ERTUGLIFLOZIN
160. ESKETAMINE
161. ESKETAMINE
162. ESLICARBAZEPINE 

ACETATE
163. ESOMEPRAZOLE
164. ESTRADIOL
165. ETELCALCETIDE
166. ETHINYLESTRADIOL
167. ETRAVIRINE
168. EVEROLIMUS
169. EZETIMIBE
170. EZETIMIBE
171. FEBUXOSTAT
172. FEBUXOSTAT
173. FEDRATINIB
174. FEDRATINIB
175. FENFLURAMINE
176. FENFLURAMINE
177. FENOFIBRATE
178. FENOFIBRATE
179. FENTANYL
180. FENTANYL
181. FERRIC MALTOL
182. FERRIC MALTOL
183. FESOTERODINE
184. FESOTERODINE
185. FIDAXOMICIN
186. FIDAXOMICIN
187. FILGOTINIB
188. FILGOTINIB
189. FINGOLIMOD
190. FINGOLIMOD
191. FLORBETABEN (18F)
192. FLORBETABEN (18F)
193. FLORBETAPIR (18F)
194. FLORBETAPIR (18F)
195. FLUCICLOVINE (18F)
196. FLUCICLOVINE (18F)
197. FLUTEMETAMOL (18F)
198. FLUTEMETAMOL (18F)
199. FLUTICASONE FUROATE
200. FLUTICASONE FUROATE

201. FONDAPARINUX
202. FONDAPARINUX
203. FORMOTEROL
204. FORMOTEROL
205. FOSAMPRENAVIR
206. FOSAMPRENAVIR
207. FOSAPREPITANT
208. FOSAPREPITANT
209. FOSTAMATINIB
210. FOSTAMATINIB
211. FOSTEMSAVIR
212. FULVESTRANT
213. FULVESTRANT
214. GANIRELIX
215. GANIRELIX
216. GEFITINIB
217. GEFITINIB
218. GILTERITINIB
219. GILTERITINIB
220. GIMERACIL
221. GIMERACIL
222. GLASDEGIB
223. GLASDEGIB
224. GLECAPREVIR
225. GLECAPREVIR
226. GLIMEPIRIDE
227. GLIMEPIRIDE
228. GLYBURIDE
229. GLYBURIDE
230. GLYCEROL 

PHENYLBUTYRATE
231. GLYCEROLPHENYLBUTY

RATE
232. GLYCOPYRRONIUM
233. GLYCOPYRRONIUM
234. GRANISETRON
235. GRANISETRON
236. GRAZOPREVIR
237. GRAZOPREVIR
238. GUANFACINE
239. GUANFACINE
240. HISTAMINE
241. HYDROCHLOROTHIAZID

E
242. HYDROCORTISONE
243. HYDROXOCOBALAMIN
244. HYDROXYUREA
245. IBANDRONATE
246. IBRUTINIB
247. IBUPROFEN
248. ICATIBANT
249. ICATIBANT
250. IDEBENONE
251. IDEBENONE
252. IDELALISIB
253. IDELALISIB
254. ILOPROST
255. ILOPROST
256. IMATINIB
257. IMATINIB
258. IMIPENEM
259. IMIPENEM
260. IMIQUIMOD
261. IMIQUIMOD
262. INDACATEROL
263. INDACATEROL
264. INDINAVIR
265. INDINAVIR
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O s e l t a m i v i r  a n d  t h e  F i v e  S e l e c t e d  D r u g s 
Superimposing to the Active Pocket of Neuraminidase
Oseltamivir and the five selected drugs superimpose 
with the active pocket of viral neuraminidase (Figure 
3).

Legend: Ball and stick represent the drugs while the stick notation with amino 
acids represent viral neuraminidase

Figure 3. Oseltamivir and the Five Selected Drugs 

Superimposing to the Active Pocket of Neuraminidase

Ligand-Based Pharmacophore of Oseltamivir and the 

Best Five Neuraminic acid analogues

The generated pharmacophore for oseltamivir (HBA, 

HBD and hydrophobic interactions) shared similarity 

with that of eflornithine (HBA), eltrombopag (HBA, 

HBD and hydrophobic interactions), entecavir (HBA, 

HBD), aminosalicylic acid (HBA and HBD) and 

pregabalin (HBA, HBD, hydrophobic interactions and 

positive ionizable areas). See figure 4.

Discussion

Oseltamivir have been recommended by WHO for the 

treatment and prophylaxis of H5N1 influenza virus 

infections (19). Many countries have stockpiled 

oseltamivir in anticipation of an H5N1 pandemic (20). 

However, several cases of oseltamivir resistant 

strains of H5N1 have been reported (21). The aim of 

this study was therefore to identify a novel H5N1 avian 

influenza neuraminidase inhibitors through insilico 

molecular docking algorithm and pharmacophore 

modelling simulation.

The hierarchical approach (funnel principle) in 

computational drug discovery in which different 

methods are combined consecutively is a reliable, 

validated and high precision method, where at each 

consecutive step the compounds most unlikely to be 

active are removed, leaving the most promising 

compounds for virtual screening (22). Typically, every 

step of the hierarchical approach consists of a more 

complex, computationally demanding step than the 

previous one (22). As such, pharmacophore models 

are utilized as a filter to identify compounds that fulfill 

simple geometric and chemical functionality 

requirements of the query, prior to a more complicated 

and computationally demanding molecular docking 

approach (22).

Legend: HBA- Hydrogen bond acceptor, HBD- Hydrogen bond donor and H- 

Hydrophobic interactions.

Figure 4.  L igand-Based Pharmacophore of 
Oseltamivir and the Best Five Neuraminic Acid 
Analogues.

Of the 518-neuraminidase analogue downloaded 
from the drugbank via the structure similarity search 
tool, five demonstrated excellent binding affinities 
against viral neuraminidase.

Efornithine, an ornithine decarboxylase inhibitor had 
the highest binding affinity of -7.674 against viral 
neuraminidase. Eltrombopag, an agent used in the 
treatment of thrombocytopenia and severe aplastic 
anaemia, had a binding affinity (-7.388) next to 
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Table 2 : Docking Results of Best Five Neuraminic acid Analogues against Viral Neuraminidase  
S/N Entry ID  Entry Name  Docking score  Glide gscore  Glide hbond  Glide state 

penalty  

CONTROL  2051  Oseltamivir  -10.213  -10.213  -1.452  0 
1 2056  Eflornithine  -7.674  -8.253  -1.373  0.579  
2 2057  Eltrombopag  -7.388  -7.392  -1.336  0.005  
3 2058  Entecavir  -7.299  -7.299  -1.064  0 
4 2059  Aminosalicylic acid  -7.277  -7.278  -1.1 0.001  

5 2061  Pregabalin  -7.193  -7.193  -1.019  0 
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eflornithine. Entecavir, a nucleoside HBV DNA 
polymerase and HIV reverse transcriptase inhibitor 
and aminosalicylic acid (second line agent for 
tuberculosis) had next significant binding affinities of -
7.299 and -7.277 respectively. While, Pregabalin, a 
newer GABA mimetic agent had the least binding 
affinity of -7.193. 
The docking score, glide score, glide hbond and glide 
state penalty of the five drugs; eflornithine, 
eltrombopag, entecavir, aminosalicylic acid and 
pregabalin were near similar to that of oseltamivir (-
10.213) implying that these drugs might have anti 
influenza activity. Again, these drugs like oseltamivir 
interact mainly with arginine, tyrosine and glutamine 
at different positions of the neuraminidase. Similarly, 
oseltamivir and the five selected drugs superimposes 
to the active pocket of neuraminidase, further 
buttressing the previous findings. Furthermore, 
oseltamivir and the five drugs had common generated 
pharmacophore; hydrogen bond acceptor and 
hydrogen bond.
This study was the first to demonstrate the anti-viral 
neuraminidase effect of eflornithine, eltrombopag, 
entecavir, aminosalicylic acid and pregabalin. This 
approach is reliable and less expensive compared to 
the de-novo method of drug discovery that will require 
extensive toxicity studies.

Conclusion
eflornithine, eltrombopag, entecavir, aminosalicylic 
acid and pregabalin might be effective alternatives 
against H5N1 influenza.

Recommendation

Future confirmation of this activity using validated in 

vivo model is recommended.
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